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The world in 
Expo 2020

Did you know my friends that the 
United Arab Emirates and Dubai in 
particular, is hosting the world now?
Yes, over 190 countries from across 
the world continents are participating 
in the Expo 2020, which starts on 1st 
of October 2021 and will continue to 
31st of March 2022. We have all been 
awaiting a global event that includes 
a lot of diverse activities including 
entertainment, educational, 
cultural and artistic. It offers a great 
opportunity to learn about different 
cultures of the world through visiting 
pavilions of participating countries. 
My friends… my family and I will be 
keen to interact with the interesting 
shows and activities launched by 
Expo 2020 Exhibition, and I will 
volunteer to serve this distinctive 
event organized by my homeland 
UAE for the first time. I will also 
invite my friends to volunteer to 
serve our country and benefit from 
this experience, which will offer us 
a lot of information, knowledge and 
science related to customs, traditions 
and development of many countries 
in the world. 

Hello Dear friends..

Salama

Protection inside 
the School

Dangerous 
Noontime Mama

Adhering to Speed Limit 
in Residential Areas

A tour across 
the Wondrous 
Waterways of Dubai

Expo 2020 Young 
Innovators
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Expo 2020 Young Innovators

Scenario: Lolwa Thani

I see you are busy 
Salama, and you just 

informed me that you 
finished your 

homeworks! What 
keeps you busy?

you are right mom, 
I finished my 

homeworks, and 
am now doing a 
search process

What are you 
searching for 

my dear?

I am searching on 
how to register as 
a volunteer in the 

global event

She means 
Expo 2020

Well done my daugh-
ter, volunteering is a 

bright picture of serv-
ing your homeland. 

How do you
 volunteer Salama, 

I want to 
participate with 

you?

I am currently 
searching, and sure will 

register your name, if 
there is a volunteering 
role that suits your age

I thought you 
already did that… 
do you remember 

months ago?

Aha, you mean when I 
participated in the school 

program entitled “The Expo 
2020 Young Innovators.”



I’m Salama
What is “The 
Expo 2020 

Young 
Innovators?”

the program is an initiative 
launched by Expo 

Management and invited the 
school students from different 

emirates to participate with useful 
innovations for the community. 

and Salama 
participated with 

Drone for delivering 
services related to 

education sector and 
school students

That’s great!

You participated in Expo 
Exhibition… then, what 

are you searching for 
Salama?

I am interested in participating 
in the event itself, and attend 

every day at the exhibition 
venue, meet visitors and explain 

for them our success in the
 virtual education, for instance. 

Great idea… 
Wish you success 

Salama, the 
innovator. 

Amen… 
thanks 

Dad



Engineer Salem
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Protection inside the School 

Written by: Hassan Al Saadi

I will be ready 
in minutes 

Mom… have you put 
cheese with thyme
 pastries in my bag? 

Sure, I didn’t 
forget your 

favorite 
pastries Please put more for me, 

as my friend Fahad likes to 
share it with me, he loves it 

so much

No, my son, for 
protection from viruses, 

you should not share 
food with other friends.

This is for 
your safety 
and theirs. 

What about the rest of stuff 
Dad, such as the stationery 

and some books… or is it 
limited to food only?



Engineer Salem
Yes, it includes all the 

personal stuffs and 
not only food

We should not forget using 
the sanitizer after touching 

surfaces. I kept it in your bags

No need, there is 
sanitizer everywhere 

in the school

It is better to have 
your own sanitizer 

all the time for 
emergencies. 

I will tell my friend to 
bring the pastries he 

loves, to maintain our 
safety

I will call the mother of 
your friend, and tell her of 
best way to cook cheese 

with thymed pastries  

Thank you 
mother… it is safe 
and nice solution.



Super Nader08
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Dangerous Noontime Mama

Scenario: Hamsa Bakhit

Jawhara rode the car with her mother after the 
end of the school day to go back home.

I miss you 
Mom

Me too Jojo… 
how was your day 

sweetie?

I found a new friend and 
she ate all my food… 

the food was seemingly 
delicious, so she liked it… 

thanks Mom.

Excuse me sweetie, I 
am going to the Society 
to purchase some stuffs 

quickly… please stay 
quiet until I come 

All right Mama… 
don’t forget the 
sweets I love…

Inside the society, the mother took longer time 
than expected searching for additional stuff, and 

the cashier line was long

It was very hot outside, and the sun was so strong 
and affected the car air-conditioner, which broke 

down and Jawhara started to feel very tired

Where is Mama!... I 
cannot tolerate the 
heat and I feel tired 

The mother secured the lock of the car doors, and 
Jawhara could not do anything except knocking on 

the windows, a passerby might help her



Super Nader
Suddenly, the alarm system rang in the wondrous necklace of 

Nader… the place was identified, and he was there 
immediately … he took an amazing device from his pocket, 

the car door opened instantly and an alarm sound started

Jawhara… 
Jawhara

Nader sprayed Jawhara’s face with some 
water and it took minutes for her to regain 

consciousness.

Al Hamdu Lilah you 
are okay sweetie… 
what happened!?

I admit my mistake, Al Hamad Lilah Jawhara is 
safe… Thanks Super Nader for saving my 

daughter in the right time …I will warn all my 
relatives, friends and  neighbors not to leave 

their children alone in the car for whatever 
reason

Madam, Leaving a child alone in the car may 
cause body temperature to rise very fast, 
and the child’s temperature may increase 
by 20 degrees within 10 minutes and 40 

degrees in an hour, which may cause heat 
stress that causes damage to brain and 

other parts of body.  



Miss Alia
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The Importance of Breakfast

Prepared by Mariam Obaid Al Za’abi – 
Dubai Health Authority

Welcome my friends … 
today I will talk about the 
importance of breakfast, 

especially for children, 
which needs to be a 

healthy meal.    

the breakfast provides our 
bodies with the 

necessary nutrients and 
energy we need to start 

the day actively and 
lively. 

As for students, it
 increases their 

concentration, enhance 
their mental capabilities in 

their educational attainment 
and boost their immunity. 

the nutrients that 
breakfast should contain 

include carbohydrates, 
which is an important source 
of energy and movement… 

and proteins for building 
muscles 



Miss Alia Prepared by Mariam Obaid Al Za’abi – 
Dubai Health Authority

milk and its derivatives is 
important for bones and 

teeth… as well as 
vegetables and fruits, 

which contain vitamins and 
minerals. 

It is better to avoid 
sweets, chocolates and 

sweetened juices, crack-
ers saturated with un-
healthy oils and salts  

instead, we take unroasted 
nuts, dried fruits or 

vegetable, fruit salad and 
homemade natural juices

Don’t forget to drink 
enough water as it protects 

from dehydration and
 supports concentration 
and improves memory. 



Inspector Hamad Sanad12
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Adhering to Speed Limit in Residential Areas

Scenario: Lolwa Thani

the community inhabitants 
deserve to enjoy calmness, 
children play peacefully and 

hence this mandatory traffic sign 
is placed to maintain public safety. 

Oh, my God! Are 
you all okay? 

Al Hamdu Lillah, we are 
okay… how a container 
is placed in a residential 

area like this?!

the container is in the 
right place, but you were 

speeding and were about to 
run over this man near his 

house

I am sorry, I did 
not notice that 
he was there

when you drive fast 
and recklessly, you 
won’t notice even a 

camel in front of you. 

the RTA placed this 
mandatory traffic sign to set 
the speed limit in residential 

communities by not more 
than 40 km/hour.

I apologize… 
forgive me... I was 
really driving fast.  

for your safety guys and 
safety of all inhabitants of 

this beautiful community and 
internal road users, please 

abide by the speed limit 
while driving



Sanad
The Page of (RTA) for People of Determination 

Written by: Shareef Abu taha

Welcome my friends… 
today I will tell 

you about the RTA 
website for People of 

Determination To access this website visit 
www.rta.ae and click on the 
link dedicated for people of 

determination which directs us 
to a series of options 

Feature of (Text reader) offers listening to 
the website content instead of reading, 

it allows adjusting text size and changing 
colour by selecting colour blindness option

Those who cannot use the mouse, 
can access all the website pages 

by using the keyboard… press the 
arrows to move easily on the page

we can use the illustrative 
images and the video shows 
in sign language to view the 

content…



Fares & Shaheen
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Expo Buses 

Drawings: Hassan Al Saadi

What do you think if we explain 
for friends the EXPO Rider Bus 

Service from various emirates to 
Expo 2020 Exhibition?

Good idea…  

from Abu Dhabi 
International Airport Bus 

Station to Mobility Gate, 10 
buses with 31 daily trips and 

33 daily trips on Thursday 
and Friday 

from Abu Dhabi Main Bus 
Station to Mobility Gate, 10 

buses with 26 daily trips and 
29 daily trips on Thursday 

and Friday 

from Marina Mall Bus 
Station to Mobility Gate, 

10 buses with 27 daily 
trips and 28 daily trips on 

Thursday and Friday 

from Al Ain Bus Station to 
Sustainability Gate, 9 buses 

with 22 daily trips and 25 
daily trips on Thursday and 

Friday 

This is for Abu 
Dhabi and Al Ain… 

What about the 
other emirates?



Fares & Shaheen
In the Emirate of Sharjah, 

from Al Jubail Bus Station to 
Opportunity Gate, 10 buses 

with 29 daily trips and 33 
daily trips on Thursday and 

Friday

From Muwaileh Station, 10 
buses to Opportunity Gate 

with 32 daily trips and 37 
daily trips on Thursday and 

Friday
From Ajman Bus Station, 7 
buses to Opportunity Gate 

with 17 daily trips and 18 
daily trips on Thursday and 

Friday

From Ras Al Khaimah 
to Opportunity Gate, 7 
buses with 17 daily trips 

and 18 daily trips on 
Thursday and Friday

From Al Fujairah 
(nearby City Centre) to 
Sustainability Gate, 4 

buses with 9 daily trips 
and 10 trips on Thursday 

and Friday

We meet again at 
Expo 2020… See 

you



safe road
A tour across the Wondrous Waterways of Dubai
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Scenario: Ayamn Farmawi  

Dear Students… as part of 
precautionary measures, the 
school decided to take you 

on a water tour to make you 
happy 

On Dubai Ferry, we shall start from Al 
Ghubaiba to Dubai Marina, to view some 
of Dubai’s attractions using the transport 

services that facilitate movement of millions 
of passengers in the city:La Mer: is a cosmopolitan 

beach destination, 
located in Jumeirah area, it 
features an amazing view 
of the Arabian Gulf shore

Burj Khalifa: the 
world’s tallest 

building with 828 
meters. 

Burj Al Arab: the all-
suite luxury hotel offers 

a range of fine dining 
restaurants.



safe road
Atlantis: Is the world’s first 

8-star hotel, with the largest 
aquarium and water park that can 
accommodate more than 5000 

people a day.

Dubai Marina Mall:  is a 
shopping mall located on the 
waterfront and offers a range 
of coffee shops, restaurants 

and stores. 
The aim of our tour is to know the transport 

services provided by Roads and Transport 
Authority including:

Dubai Ferry: This service offers an 
open sea view, and an opportunity 

to take pictures.    

The Water Bus & Abra: They are used to 
cross the creek and Dubai Water Canal safely 
and conveniently with a traditional design in 
a luxurious atmosphere for a unique cultural 

and historical experience. 

The Water Taxi: It accommodates 
11 passengers in addition to the boat 

captain with a space for people of 
determination. It is 11-meter long and 

4-meter width. 
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The Future of Plants and Agriculture



Mahboub
Suhail Application

Written by: Shareef Abu taha

Welcome my friends… 
today I am going to 
talk about “Suhail” 

application, which helps 
us to move easily all over 

Dubai 

on (Android), (IOS) or (App 
Gallery), we search for 
Suhail, and download 

the application to be our 
companion while we move 

around and accompany us in 
Dubai 

The application will 
welcome us when we finish 
downloading, and request

 us to register, so we can
 use it in a better way.

After that, it will take us to 
our page and asks: how can 

“Suhail” help you, do you 
wish to plan a trip or book a 

taxi?

We can add our favorite 
options through requesting: 
vehicle smart rental, traffic 

status, Salik recharge, 
deleting the rapid response 

code.



my family
Help not Reliance
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21 Scenario: Ayamn Farmawi  

Yasser eagerly waiting for the new issue of Salama Magazine 
every month, and he is keen to read its useful stories and go 

through its great sections. 

Water… water… maid, 
you don’t hear!

What happened?... 
whom do you call 

loudly? 

I need to drink water… 
I called the maid many 

times to bring me 
water, but she was not 

answering
why don’t 

you bring it 
yourself?!

It is her job to serve 
us and she is paid for 

that

what is this 
mess in your 

room, Yasser?

this shows that the 
maid is not doing her job 

properly.



my family That is not true, she 
cleaned and maintained 
the room in the morning, 
and you have to keep it 

tidy the whole day.

I noticed that the maid 
is not in the house for 

a while, what is the 
reason Mom?

I have sent her to 
buy some necessary 

stuffs from one of the 
shopping centres

this explains why she was not 
hearing my voice, when I was 
asking her to bring water… if I 
knew this, I would have called 

Sara instead of her

you have to get used to 
depend more on yourself 
Yasser, and specially for 

such small issues

I promise to try 
that Mom

The house work is 
too much, and help 

provided by the 
housemaid to us does 

not mean to depend on 
her for everything.



Salama’s Friends

This page is dedicated to Salama Magazine’s friends; It opens its arms to the talented and distinguished persons who wish to 
express their ideas and hobbies, and what is worthy of writing or discussion.
Write to us, don’t hesitate, and we will help you to appear on this page in the way that makes you among the distinguished 
friends of Salama Magazine.

Texting 
while 

driving 
Astory by;
Athena Nicole Tivi 

Personally, I think that it is a really bad 
idea to text or use your mobile phone 
while driving. If you use your phone white 
driving, surely you won’t pay attention 
to your surroundings which will cause car 
accidents. You might run over a person or 
hit someone, collide with another car or 
bump into a post. Maybe you’ll be breaking 
the rules. One common example is when 
your car is still in a neutral position while 
other vehicles are already going, which 
usually happens in places where there are 
traffic lights. 

In order to drive safely, you must focus 
on the road and concentrate because we 
don’t even.

Know what will happen next, probably 
the lights will suddenly turn red, or there 
might be people hurriedly running to the 
other side of the road. According to RTA 
(Roads and Transport Authority), more 
than %50 disk increase of death here in the 
UAE because of using C. P. while driving. 
Even the government has banned people 

from using mobiles while driving. Do not 
mind your phone, which is ringing, and just 
answer it after driving. 

Your life is more important than your 
phone. Would your phone save you from 
death?

No. It might be even the cause of your 
death. 

Would your phone help you from paying 
fines to the police?

Of course not. Cellphones are just objects. 
Phones are not really important if you look 
closely. You’re supposed to be responsible 
enough to take good care of yourself. 

People should concentrate and pay 
attention to what is in front of them rather 
than wasting their time on phones texting 
or calling someone and not caring at all. 

Your life depends on you. This is why I 
think that it is really dangerous to use your 
phones while driving, on.
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Salama’s Friends

Traffic fair for 
Filipino school 

students


